Results – July 2020 Oklahoma Bar Exam

A total of 268 took the exam; 215 passed; pass rate 80%.

The following list includes EVERYONE who passed the July 2020 exam.

INCLUSION ON THIS LIST DOES NOT INDICATE THAT THE INDIVIDUAL HAS COMPLETED ALL THE REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION. A letter with the test results and admission status has been mailed to each applicant who took the exam.

REMINDER: Successful applicants who have met character and fitness approval and have passed the Multistate Professional Responsibility Exam are not eligible to practice law UNTIL the Oklahoma Supreme Court enters an Order for admission, AND the applicants take the Oath of Attorney and sign the Roll of Attorneys on September 22, 2020.

The following list includes EVERYONE who PASSED the exam.

Alexander, Hollie Dannette
Alexander, Rayna Marie
Allen, Kaitlin Nicole
Allen, Mitchel Phillip
Andrus, Matthew Scot
Anthony, Caleb Josiah
Armstrong, Aston McNeill
Arthur, Hayley Lynn
Atchley, Lindsey Marie
Attaway, Carolina Maria
Baker, Kaylind Nichole
Barger, Brennan Thomas
Barlass, Samuel David
Behbahani, Ameen Y.
Black, Jacob Parker
Blackmore, Logan Phillips
Blaise, James Edward
Blocker, William Scott
Boon Van Ostade, Maurits Gerardus
Boone, Baylor Cole
Booth, Jaycee McKenzie
Bosch, Cassandra Michelle
Brignac, Brittany Gayle
Briscoe, Gunner Zaine Cy
Brown, Ryan Daniel
Butler, Ann Michelle
Campbell, Caitlin Grace
Cannon, Jared Levi
Carattini, Britney Maria
Carson, Zachary Alexander
Cash, Ashley Nicole
Chaudry, Aleena Navid
Chonka, Zander Bartholomew
Christian, Allison Brooke
Chwick, Andrew Jonathan
Clark, Shelby Elizabeth
Clougherty, Robert James
Cobbs, Akayna Marie
Cole, Arianna Leigh
Cole, Joshua Henry
Coppedge, Makayla Shane
Cossio, Norma Gabriela
Cox, Jessica Dawn
Crawford, Alauna Faith
Crumpley, Evan James
Cullen, Justin Lee Franklin
Currier, Kirstine Leigh
Curry, Ryan Glen
Davis, Brennan Allen
Davis, Rebecca Elizabeth